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Notes to Editors
Home to your favourite cartoon characters, Boomerang Africa gives kids aged 4-7 years old, and their families, more to laugh about in a safe space. 
Boomerang is filled with pure universal fun and surprises as seen from a kids’ perspective. Reaching eight million people in South Africa alone, 
the channel is the #2 most popular kids’ channel in French speaking Africa and holds top spot in the ‘Coolest Animated Brand or Entertainment 
Characters’ category in South Africa with the famous cat and mouse frenemies, Tom & Jerry. Boomerang’s programming includes other favourite 
TV shows such as Mr Bean, Wacky Races and New Looney Tunes, as well as new Boomerang originals Kingdom Force, Moka’s Fabulous 
Adventures and Taffy, alongside local African Boomerang productions and initiatives such as Boomerang Tunes, Magic Makers and WOOALA!. 
Boomerang is a brand owned by WarnerMedia.
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We’re not crazy, just nuts

The two iconic messieurs who rule the Boomerang universe with their unique take on life are 
here with an epic week-long stunt. If there’s one thing that our iconic Mr. Bean and Mr. Magoo 
can agree on, it’s that life is what you make it, and they both choose to make the best of it! 
For one, Mr. Bean knows that being clueless is no barrier for him to 
navigate life’s extraordinary challenges. We know him for being 
masterful in working his way around it and coming out smelling 
like roses every time! It’s no wonder the show is now nominated for 
Coolest Cartoon Show in the 2020 Sunday Times Gen Next awards!! 
Good ole Mr. Magoo and his precious heart, on the other hand, is 
always happy to lend a hand but often causes disasters instead, as, 
without his glasses, he makes all kinds of chaotic mix-ups! Join our 
beloved pair in a Boomerang special stunt this August!

MR and MR 
Premiere Date Tune-in

Monday 03/08/2020 Monday to Friday @ 17:45 CATSpecial Stunt

Boomerang’s favourite on-screen cats are in the alley, and there’s a lot of life in them this month! Join us as we celebrate Oggy, Tom and 
Taffy with a week-long stunt. While our good guy, Oggy, just wants peace of mind, he has an annoying trio of cockroaches to deal with. The 
frenemies duo, Tom and Jerry, know this cat and mouse game very well and could give him some tips! Prepare for laughs, fun and more 
chases, as Taffy, the racoon masquerading as a cat, tries to keep up his dirty little secret. How long can he keep it under wraps? Find out, 
only on Boomerang.

We love Cats 
Premiere Date Tune-in

Monday 17/08/2020 Monday 17/08/2020 to Friday 21/08/2020 @ 08:05 CAT 

Special Stunt 

What better way to celebrate a long weekend than with a Masha and the Bear musical stunt, followed by Tom and Jerry & The Wizard of Oz? 
While we know Masha has a knack for turning things upside down, her free spirit makes her fun to be around! Tom and Jerry will then soar over 
the rainbow and travel down the yellow brick road to join Masha in her songfest in their own musical adventure when they set off to see the 
Wizard, the wonderful Wizard of Oz!

Long weekend celebration with Boomerang 
Tune-in

Monday 10/08/2020  
Masha and the Bear episodes @ 08:25 CAT 

   Tom and Jerry & The Wizard of Oz @ 10:00 CAT

Special Stunt
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